In a Hindi to Bengali transfer based machine translation system the baseline lexical transfer module replaces a Hindi word by its most frequent Bengali translation. Some pronouns in Hindi can have multiple translations in Bengali. The choices of actual translations have big impact on the accessibility of the translated sentence. The list of Hindi pronouns is small and their corresponding Bengali translations may be judged using a set of rules. In this paper, we are working on the translations of ambiguous Hindi pronouns to possible Bengali pronouns. We observed the uses of Hindi pronouns in a Hindi corpus and formulated the translation rules based on their translations in parallel Bengali corpus.
Introduction
Hindi and Bengali both originated from Old Indo-Aryan family of languages and are similar in structure. They have lot of similarities even though there are differences in the form of uses and positions of the words in corresponding sentences. According to Koul (2008) , Hindi pronouns can be broadly categorized into seven types namely, Personal, Demonstrative, Indefinite, Relative-Correlative, Possessive, Interrogative and Reflexive. Among these Hindi pronouns some are used both as Personal, Demonstrative, and Relative-Correlative pronouns. In Bengali, there are different pronouns for each of these uses. As the list of Hindi such pronouns is small and their uses are limited, it is possible to differentiate each use and find their Bengali translations using a set of linguistic rules.
In a transfer based machine translation system source language words and phrases are transferred to suitable target language words and phrases. A baseline lexical transfer module transfers words and phrases to their most frequent translations. If a word is ambiguous then the module which finds its sense in the current context is referred to as Word Sense Disambiguator (WSD). Word sense disambiguation can be done using statistical and rule based approaches. Identifying uses of pronouns is one of the WSD tasks.
In this paper, we propose rules for disambiguating ambiguous Hindi pronouns which will be translated to different Bengali pronouns in different constructs. We have developed these rules by analysing the sentences in a large Hindi corpus taken from Hindi story books, newspapers, web etc. and their translations in the parallel Bengali corpus. The rules are discussed with example Hindi sentences and their corresponding Bengali translations. The effects of the rules applied in the Hindi to Bengali transfer based Machine Translation (MT) system are evaluated and analysed.
Related Work
The correlative clauses in Hindi correlative constructions are discussed and analysed by Bhatt (2003) , Kachru (1973) , Srivastav (1991) , Dayal (1996) , etc. They have given extensive study on the use of Dem-XP adjunction structures (a noun phrase headed by a demonstrative pronoun) in the correlative constructions. Similar correlative clauses are also available in Bengali as discussed by Dasgupta (1980) , Bagchi (1994 ), etc. Dash (2000 has developed a system to identify and analyse Bengali pronouns in corpus data. They have explored the morphological structure of Bengali pronouns in the corpus. The morphological structures of Bengali words (including pronouns) are also analysed by Bhattacharya et al. (2005) . Prasad (2000) have investigated the uses of Hindi pronouns in corpus data.
A few attempts have been made in formatting rules for translating pronouns for some language pairs. For example, Patel and Pareek (2010) have analysed the influence of grammatical properties in the translation of Hindi words (including pronouns) to Gujarati.
Some work has been done on the analysis of the pronouns which are used as anaphora in Hindi and Bengali languages. A shared task has been carried out on anaphora resolution on these languages in ICON 2011 and the results of the participants are discussed in Sobha et al. (2011) .
Translation Rules for Ambiguous Hindi Pronouns
Most of the Hindi pronouns have single translation in Bengali. Some of such pronouns which occur frequently in the corpus are listed in Table 1 
Handling (yaha)
Three different constructions of the Hindi pronoun (yaha) are shown below.
1. The noun being demonstrated is present in the surface.
2. The noun being demonstrated is absent and the absent noun is inanimate.
3. The noun being demonstrated is absent and the absent noun is animate. In this case, the pronoun is usually a third person personal pronoun.
In the first two cases the corresponding Bengali pronoun is . The singular classifiers (TA) or (Ti), the plural classifiers (gulo) or (guli), and the case markers (র (ra), (ke), (te), etc) are added with the Bengali nouns being demonstrated in the first case and with the Bengali pronouns in the second case where the noun is not present in the surface.
In the third case the corresponding Bengali pronoun is (e). In this case, as the noun indicated by the pronoun does not follow it in the surface, the pronoun can be considered as personal pronoun. However, the features of the noun to which the pronoun is indicating is used when translated in Bengali. The singular classifier (Zero) and the plural classifier (rA) is added with this pronoun when the indicated noun is animate. The Bengali pronoun (ei) is used when the indicated noun is inanimate and the singular classifiers (TA) or (Ti) and the plural classifiers (gulo) or (guli) are added with it.
Example sentences for each construction of this Hindi pronoun and their translations in Bengali and English are shown in Table 2 . The Hindi relative pronoun (jo) and the Hindi correlative pronoun (baha) have the similar constructions as mentioned in Section 3.1. The rules of adding the classifiers and case markers are also similar In the first two cases the Bengali translations of these pronouns are (yei) and (sei) and in the third case these are (ye) and (se), . In the third case when the Bengali plural classifier (rA) is added with the pronouns then the orthographic changes are (ye+rA=yArA) and (se+rA=tArA). Example sentences for each of these constructions for Hindi pronouns (jo) and (baha) and their translations in Bengali and English are shown in Table 4 . The Hindi relative pronoun (jo) is sometimes followed by (kUchha), सब (saba), etc. to indicate an abstract amount of things. In these cases the pronoun is translated to Bengali pronoun (yA). An example of such construction is given below. Those which I wanted I got.
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According to Section 3.2 and the current section, different translations of Hindi pronoun and its inflected forms are shown in Table 5 . Each empty cell indicates that the corresponding inflected form does not have the corresponding construction. The Hindi pronoun (use) is also used as correlative pronoun and then its Bengali translations are (tAke) and (seiTA) (alternatively (seiTAke)) for these two cases, respectively. The Hindi pronominal suffix or postposition (se) can be translated to different Bengali suffixes and postpositions similar to the case on noun as discussed in Mukhopadhyay et al. (2008) . Following are some examples of Hindi pronoun (usase) ( + (baha+se)) and its translations in Bengali and English, respectively.
(usase kuchha mata kaho.) (oke kichhu bolo nA.) Don't tell him anything.
(usase kuchha hI durI para merA ghara hai.) (okhAna theke kichhu durei AmAra ghara.) My home is near to that place.
(yaha ghara usase banA huA hai.) (ei gharaTA oiTA diYe bAnAno.) This home is made of that.
3.5
Handling इस (isa), उस (usa), (yahA.N) and (uhA.N)
There are some pronouns which are translated differently when they occur as inflected form in the surface. The Hindi pronouns इस (isa) and उस (usa) are used as demonstrative pronouns when they are not inflected and then their Bengali translations are এই (ei) and ওই (oi), respectively. When they are inflected, then the roots are translated as এ (e) and ও (o), respectively.
Similarly, the Hindi pronouns (yahA.N) and (uhA.N) are translated to Bengali pronouns (ekhAne) and (okhAne) when they are not inflected and to Bengali pronouns (ekhAna) and (okhAna) when they are inflected. Go from there to there.
Implementation
To apply the rules for translating Hindi pronouns to Bengali it is important to decide whether the noun being demonstrated is present in the surface and to identify the animacy (whether animate or inanimate) of the demonstrated nouns. Based on these observations and the suffix value given by the Hindi morphological analyzer we translate them using the proposed rules.
Identifying Animacy
If the demonstrated noun is absent, then the animacy is not implicit. In this case, generally, the verb and the dependency relations provide the clue. The subjects (karta) of some activities like (khAnA), (khelanA), etc. are animate and their objects (karma) are inanimate. The indirect objects (gauna karma) of some activities like (bolanA), (denA), etc. are animate and their direct objects (mukhya karma) are inanimate. We have listed 2 such types of verbs to identify the animacy.
Sometimes we get the animacy information from other nouns or pronouns. The animacy of the noun of proposition (samanadhikaran) is same as the animacy of the corresponding subject (karta). Hindi question words also contain the animacy information which is same as the animacy of the corresponding subjects (karta). For example, (kauna) is animate and (kyA) is inanimate Hindi question words. We have copied the animacy features based on these agreements.
Deciding whether the demonstrated noun is present in the surface
Generally, if the demonstrated noun is present then it will immediately follow the pronoun. Sometimes, the demonstrative pronoun and the demonstrated noun are intervened by some adjectives. However, the nouns followed by these pronouns are not always the ones being demonstrated. In the following examples, the noun (ghara) is not being demonstrated. We hypothesize that if the immediately followed noun is not inflected (except pluralized) and no verb or conjunct immediately follow that noun then that noun is being demonstrated. We have implemented the decision module based on this hypothesis. | (yaha ghara nahI.N hai.) | (yaha ghara kA darabAjA hai.)
This is not a home. This is the door of the home.
Evaluation
We have used 100 Hindi sentences for testing the proposed rules. We are considering personal and demonstrative pronouns. There are 129 such pronouns in these test sentences. Out of them 19 are unique roots and remaining are the inflections of these 19 roots. The detailed analyses of translations of pronouns are discussed below.
Analysis
Evaluation of Effect of Rules in Machine Translation
The translations of the 100 sentences by the baseline and the modified MT systems are used for automatic evaluation. Three reference translations are used to calculate the BLEU and NIST scores. The averages of three scores with respect to three different reference translations are shown in Table 7 .
BLEU NIST
Baseline MT system 0.1660 4.2142
Modified MT system 0.1669 4.2514 TABLE 7 -BLEU and NIST scores of the Baseline and Modified MT systems.
Conclusion
The problems in machine translation can be handled by capturing comprehensive and unified rules for different categories of words. This process is lengthy for some class of words like noun, verb, etc. where there are a large number of ambiguities. But the class of words in which the number of ambiguity is limited, there the rules may be helpful. For example, the proposed rules for translating ambiguous Hindi pronouns to Bengali may be implemented easily to solve the pronominal ambiguities.
The statistical way of learning the rules for each category is a quick solution for the overall translation problems. The automatically learned rules for translation of Hindi pronouns to Bengali can be compared with these manually created rules in future. The effect of these rules in other applications like, anaphora resolution, question answering, etc. should also be tested in future.
